Ten principles for conservation translocations of threatened wood-inhabiting fungi
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Abstract

Unlike for many other organism groups, conservation translocations of fungi are still rare. Encouraged by recent successful translocations, there is a growing interest in applying this conservation tool to threatened wood-inhabiting fungi. When combined with other conservation or restoration measures, translocation can be an effective measure for preventing further population decline in the short term, and species extinctions in the long term. Translocations can be appropriate for rare and specialist fungal species that occur as small local populations in isolated patches across fragmented landscapes, where there is a low likelihood of successful dispersal between distant host trees that have special qualities and are situated in suitable conditions. As species translocations are a controversial topic, the pros and cons of translocation as a conservation tool for threatened fungi need careful consideration. We highlight the uncertainties and risks that are connected to fungal translocations, and propose ten principles adhering to the precautionary principle.
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Introduction

Conservation translocation, *i.e.* the intentional human-mediated movement of species from one place to another with a primary objective of conservation benefits (IUCN/SSC 2013), has been widely applied as a conservation tool for decades (Seddon *et al.* 2007; Seddon *et al.* 2014). There have been both successes (Hooson & Jamieson 2003; Kuussaari *et al.* 2015) and failures. The latter include failed establishment of the translocated individuals (Frazer 1992; Armstrong *et al.* 2007), and unintended translocations, due to unclear taxonomy or species misidentification of the translocated individuals (Parker *et al.* 2012). Conservation translocations have mostly involved vertebrates (Frazer 1992; Hooson & Jamieson 2003; Perez *et al.* 2012; Tosi *et al.* 2015), but also invertebrates such as butterflies (Kuussaari *et al.* 2015), and vascular plants (Godefroid *et al.* 2011; Weisenberger *et al.* 2014). Among fungi, lichens have been translocated for conservation purposes (Lidén *et al.* 2004; Smith 2014), foliar endophytic fungi have been transplanted in endangered plants to improve their disease resistance (Zahn & Amend 2017), and mycorrhizal fungi have been inoculated in soils to restore grassland ecosystems (Kozlowski & Bever 2017). Inoculating wood-inhabiting fungi in relatively young living trees, to initiate decay typically establishing in older trees and thereby increase the biodiversity value through tree veteranisation, has been suggested (Read 2000).

Translocations of fungi for purposes other than conservation are also taking place, with some of them at a large scale. The wood-inhabiting fungus *Phlebiopsis gigantea* is commonly applied as a spore suspension on cut stumps, for biocontrol of the tree pathogen *Heterobasidion* spp. in European and North American production forests (Pirttilä & Frank 2018). In Fennoscandia, the commercial biocontrol agent Rotstop® (Verdera Oy, Espoo, Finland), which is based on two strains of *P. gigantea*, is widely used (applied on 47 000 ha of forest land yearly) and known to influence the early colonizer community structure in treated stumps (Vasiliauskas *et al.* 2005; Samils *et al.* 2009). A Canadian strain of the wood-decay basidiomycete *Chondrostereum purpureum* has been developed into a biological herbicide Chontrol® (MycoLogic Inc., Victoria, Canada) to control stump sprouting and regrowth of deciduous tree stumps (Bailey 2010). Another example of
extensive use of a single fungal strain is the Indian strain of *Piriformospora indica*, a plant-root colonizing basidiomycete that enhances the growth of several crop plant species, and is used in many field and greenhouse experiments in Asia and Europe (e.g. Serfling *et al.* 2007). Furthermore, several wood-inhabiting fungi – including species that are nationally red-listed (threatened or near-threatened) in some countries, such as *Grifola frondosa* and *Hericium erinaceus* – are grown commercially for food and medical use, and mycelium or spore inocula are sold for home cultivation (Mayuzumi & Mizuno 1997). These can be of domestic origin, but are often of foreign origin, and detailed information about the strain being used is often unavailable. Many of these species are cultivated outdoors, which has the potential for unintentional introduction of non-native strains into the natural environment.

Translocation of native species of fungi to their original habitats to preserve the species and their populations is still rare, but of increasing interest as a part of the conservation toolbox for threatened fungi. Many wood-inhabiting fungi have declined world-wide, which is well-documented in Europe (Dahlberg *et al.* 2010). In Finland, Sweden and Norway, where fungi have been included in the official national Red List assessments since 1986, 1990 and 1997, respectively, populations of many wood-inhabiting species have declined or gone extinct in some part (region) of the country due to the extensive loss and fragmentation of dead-wood rich forests (Kotiranta *et al.* 2010; ArtDatabanken 2015; Henriksen & Hilmo 2015; Kotiranta *et al.* 2019). For instance, in Norway, half of the assessed polypore species are red-listed (Henriksen & Hilmo 2015), mainly due to intensive forest management. These species can have viable populations (Gilpin & Soulé 1986) only in landscapes with a well-connected network of forests with a continuous supply of dead wood of species-specific quality. Improved management practices and interventions aiming at increasing dead wood in forests seem to increase the overall richness of wood-inhabiting fungi, but have no significant positive impact on most rare species at least in the short term (Peltoniemi *et al.* 2013; Komonen *et al.* 2014; Pasanen *et al.* 2014). Red-listed wood-inhabiting fungal species are seldom found in forests with less than 20-50 m$^3$ ha$^{-1}$ of dead wood (Penttilä *et al.* 2004; Hottola *et al.* 2009; Junninen & Komonen 2011; Nordén *et al.* 2018), and stand age has an independent positive effect
on the occurrence of red-listed wood-inhabiting fungi (Nordén et al. 2018). Sufficient amounts of suitable dead wood habitats and high forest age are challenging to produce through management practices or dead-wood creation. Suitable dead wood habitat needs to be available within the distance of effective dispersal of the species (i.e. close enough to their present occurrences) which may be only a kilometer or less (Norros et al. 2012; Peay et al. 2012; Norros et al. 2015). Isolation of local populations and increasing risk of local extinction is of great concern in today’s highly fragmented forest landscapes, where species have difficulties in reaching isolated forest patches with sufficient continuum of dead wood (Abrego et al. 2017a; Mair et al. 2018; Nordén et al. 2018). This is especially true for ecologically specialized species which tend to be rare and for which resources, typically large logs that may take decades to decompose, are rare in space and time (Nordén et al. 2013).

In this commentary, we focus on reintroduction and reinforcement, which are the two types of conservation translocation currently applied or considered for wood-inhabiting fungi. Reintroduction is the intentional movement and release of an organism within its indigenous range from which it has disappeared, whereas reinforcement is the intentional movement and release of an organism into an existing population of conspecifics (IUCN/SSC 2013). We, henceforth, use the common term conservation translocation to discuss these two measures. We realize that the term itself also entails more proactive measures, such as assisted colonization and ecological replacement (IUCN/SSC 2013), but these are not included in our discussion. Red-listed wood-inhabiting fungal species have been translocated in Finland, Germany, Norway, Poland, Slovenia, Sweden and the UK (Table 1) with a conservation purpose (Pietka & Grzywacz 2005; Pietka & Grzywacz 2006) or in connection with ecological studies (Abrego et al. 2016b). The translocations that have already been monitored for several years have proven to be successful: all of the inoculated species were able to establish in the dead wood or living trees and in some cases even fruit during the monitoring period which ranges 3-20 years so far (Pietka & Grzywacz 2005; Abrego et al. 2016b; Dahlberg et al. unpublished data), except for one study (Pietka & Grzywacz 2006) where the species did not establish. The success of these pilot studies has raised an increasing interest, among conservation
biologists and environmental authorities, in translocating wood-inhabiting fungal species for conservation purposes.

As the translocation practice is relatively new and has risks involved, it has also raised concerns among mycologists and conservationists. In this commentary, we identify and discuss benefits and concerns related to reintroduction and reinforcement of wood-inhabiting fungi from the standpoint of preventing extinctions of threatened species in the long term. We further suggest principles that should be applied for fungal translocation projects to ensure their ecological soundness. We discuss mainly scientific and technical issues. Our ethical standpoint is that we are morally obliged, as well as bound by international and national agreements, to strive to protect native species that are declining because of human actions. We consider this more important than preserving authenticity, in cases where authenticity means impoverished species communities reflecting human-manipulated landscape history, which has led to new standards of how wilderness is defined (Dudley 2011). In our opinion, translocation is a part of the conservation toolbox, a means of taking back particular native species to their natural habitats that the species cannot any longer reach because of dispersal limitation that is caused by human transformation of the forest landscapes.

**Reintroduction and reinforcement of rare species may reduce the risk of extinction**

The benefit of reintroducing threatened fungal species to suitable habitats within their historical range may be that of turning extinction debt into a species credit (Hanski 2000): in landscapes that have experienced large-scale intensive forestry, even the sites that currently hold much dead wood, e.g. due to restoration actions, wind-falls or insect outbreaks, may remain beyond reach for a large number of threatened species without translocation actions, due to dispersal limitation (Kouki et al. 2012; Elo et al. 2019). In more detail, the benefits of translocation may include a higher number of occupied patches, larger population sizes, increased connectivity of unoccupied patches, and lower risk of regional or national extinction. For species that have extremely reduced population sizes, current populations consisting of only a small number of individuals in isolated forest fragments,
with low chance for (re)colonisations of (old or) new localities for years or decades, reintroductions are likely to be the only way to rescue the species from extinction at the regional, national and eventually even global scales. Reinforcing a still existing but small local population may strengthen it and, therefore, reduce the risk of local extinction, while simultaneously adding to the reduced genetic diversity in that patch. In many cases it may, nevertheless, be better to increase the number of occupied patches through reintroducing the species to localities where it is known or assumed to have existed before, which will increase the dispersal frequency and gene flow at the landscape scale. Fungal conservation translocation can be relatively inexpensive, as compared with the cost of buying forest land for protection. Forest protection and other conservation measures that simultaneously help many species, are, however, always the primary conservation measures; in the long term, a sufficient area of well-connected high-quality forest reserves is the only solution for conservation of forest species. Translocation of individual species may be included as auxiliaries, when the future habitat availability in the area has been ensured.

**Challenges related to fungal translocations**

Many of the concerns and risks related to fungal translocations derive from gaps in knowledge about the taxonomy, population genetic structure and ecology or ecological impacts on other species, and are shared with other organism groups (IUCN/SSC 2013). In addition, there are also issues that are specific to fungi. Compared to many other species groups, the source populations of fungi to be translocated are not jeopardized, as typically a piece of one fruit body or mycelium or a mere spore print is enough for preparing countless inocula, and thus we do not consider the potential weakening of the source population to be a major challenge. The six challenges listed below describe the points of discussion that seem to cause most concern when considering reintroducing or reinforcing wood-inhabiting fungi. For each of them, we also describe a mitigation measure.

*Challenge 1: are we certain about what species we are translocating?*
The first challenge is incomplete taxonomic knowledge. As with other organism groups there are often issues of unclear taxonomy, cryptic species and misidentifications of translocated individuals. DNA methods have recently revealed hitherto unknown new species of wood-inhabiting fungi, even in well-studied genera (Korhonen et al. 2018; Miettinen & Niemelä 2018; Miettinen et al. 2018). Furthermore, the standard DNA marker for identifying fungi (nrDNA internal transcribed spacer; ITS) is not always sufficiently variable to delimit closely related species in basidiomycetes, or the differences are so minor (1-2 base pairs) that they may have been interpreted as intraspecific variation (Spirin et al. 2015; Spirin et al. 2017; Korhonen et al. 2018). Consequently, ITS-based species concepts may have to be revised in the future, which introduces risks in any decisions based on current knowledge.

**Mitigation:** It is pivotal to select for translocation only species that are well known in terms of taxonomy, ecology and conservation status, to avoid unnecessary interventions for species with a different identity or population status than assumed. Current DNA methods make it possible to reduce the risk connected to the first challenge through verifying the identity of the translocated species as well as the local species at the translocation site. We, however, advocate the use of multi-locus DNA markers to delimit species.

**Challenge 2: how will the translocated species affect the resident community?**

The second challenge is the incomplete knowledge of species interactions in the hyperdiverse fungal communities in dead wood (Rajala et al. 2015). We do not know how the reintroduced or reinforced species will affect the current communities through competition or other kinds of (positive or negative) interactions. Both the negative and the positive effects may extend to other organisms, for instance, specialized rare insects hosted by red-listed wood-inhabiting fungi (Komonen et al. 2000).

As a potential risk, a translocated species could, directly or indirectly, cause the disappearance of an even more threatened but poorly known species already inhabiting the wood (for example an inconspicuous ascomycete or heterobasidiomycete species that are difficult to detect) (Spirin et al. 2016). Furthermore, if the translocated species establishes a new population, it
could prevent colonization by other threatened species that arrive into the forest patch where translocation has taken place; however, other threatened species have evolved to co-exist in the same landscape, forest patch or even in the same log, otherwise they would have become extinct a long time ago. Translocated fungal individuals may also affect the resident community indirectly through the mycoviruses that they may carry. Mycoviruses are poorly known for their diversity, host specificity, distribution and effects on host fungi. Often they seem to have no apparent effect on the host fungus, but may in some cases cause reduced mycelial growth, sporulation or competitive ability (Rana 2019).

Potential positive effects of translocations on the resident communities and the ecosystem include facilitation of natural colonisation of other threatened species. There are known cases where a threatened fungal species depends on another red-listed fungal species (e.g. *Piloporia sajanensis*, on *Trichaptum laricinum*) (Niemelä et al. 1995). Threatened fungal or insect species may use dead wood modified by the translocated fungus, or directly the fruit bodies of the translocated species. Fungal fruit bodies are known to host rich communities of fungicolous insects and fungi, and some of the species are specialists in one host species (Jonsell & Nordlander 2004, Koskinen et al. 2019, Maurice et al. in prep.). In addition to the importance to other species, some threatened fungal species may have specific ecologically valuable functions (e.g. tree hollow creation). The main functions of threatened fungal species are often well known, whereas the associated communities of fungicolous insects and fungi typically remain deficiently known.

**Mitigation:** To alleviate the potential of direct negative effects on other species, translocation should target only a small proportion of logs of certain quality in an area, especially where there is a high diversity of species of wood-inhabiting fungi. Alternatively, translocation could be targeted to artificially created dead wood, which also adds the amount of dead wood substrate. Only a part of the suitable forest patches in a landscape should be targeted to make the risk of driving other threatened species to local extinction, as a direct effect of the translocation, negligible. Using strains that originate from strong local populations should reduce the risk of the strain carrying harmful
mycoviruses, but it is possible that a mycovirus that is harmless to the translocated species could be harmful to other species in the translocation site. However, since mycoviruses are spread via hyphal fusion, interspecific spread is unlikely.

To extend the benefits of translocation from the translocated species to other species and ecosystem properties or functions, priority should be given to keystone species that host other rare species and/or have important functions in the forest ecosystem.

**Challenge 3: how will we affect the genetic variation in the translocated species?**
The third challenge is the potential impact of translocations to intraspecific genetic diversity. The impact can be either positive, through increasing genetic diversity where it has been lost, or negative, through breaking up natural patterns of genetic variation across the species range and thus, for example, hampering local adaptation. Maintaining genetic diversity is an essential aspect of conservation (Razgour *et al.* 2019) and thus information on genetic population structure is important when planning which species to translocate and from where, for reinforcing the existing genotypic and phenotypic diversity (Forsman 2014). Current knowledge on intraspecific fungal genetic diversity is, however, scarce.

Among the few red-listed species that have been studied, most show reduced genetic variation in fragmented landscapes, e.g. *Buglossoporus quercinus* on standing *Quercus* heartwood (Crockatt *et al.* 2010), *Datronia caperata* in mangrove (Parrent *et al.* 2004), and *Phlebia centrifuga* (Franzén *et al.* 2007) and *Phellopilus nigrolimitatus* (Sønstebø *et al.* unpublished data) on *Picea* logs. Thus, it is likely that many threatened fungi in isolated forest patches suffer from reduced genetic variation, potentially making them less able to adapt, for example, to climate change. However, for most threatened species we lack information about the level of intraspecific genetic variation. At best, translocations can recover genetic diversity, and thus the viability of the local populations. At worst, translocations can lead to the mixing of natural patterns of genetic variation by replacing local strains by strains used as the inocula, thus losing potentially valuable local adaptations. Introduced
genetic material may have a large impact especially on rare species, which should be considered if there are local adaptations that should be safeguarded.

**Mitigation:** To avoid concerns that may arise from breakup of natural genetic variation, selected strains for inoculation should originate as close as possible to the translocation site. They should further originate from strong source populations that presumably have maintained their genetic variation. Both of these recommendations may, however, be difficult to fulfil as the main aim of a conservation translocation is to elevate the population size of a species that have few individuals in the focal region. Several strains should be used, rather than a single strain, to contribute to the genetic and phenotypic diversity and to increase the chances of translocating an individual that has high fitness in the environment of the translocation site.

**Challenge 4: where to translocate depends on the drivers of decline**

The fourth challenge is that often the relative roles of different drivers of population decline or distribution change are unclear. For instance, translocation to a forest seemingly suitable for the species may fail if the primary cause of the disappearance or decline of the species was changed climatic conditions rather than loss and fragmentation of natural forests (Mair et al. 2018). Careful consideration of the threat factors and the use of pilot experiments is necessary for cost-efficient translocations and for avoiding unnecessary interventions that do not result in successful translocations. Increased understanding of the environmental requirements and threats are needed especially before considering translocation in the form of assisted migration beyond the current or historical distribution, to presumed favourable climatic conditions.

**Mitigation:** To reduce the problem of poor knowledge of the causes of decline or rarity of the species, the species selected for translocation should be well-studied in terms of their ecology, trends in population size and distribution, and the relative roles of different threat factors. Poor knowledge about the historical distribution in some countries may make it difficult to assess the causes of decline and therefore translocation. Long-term data on the distribution at a larger spatial scale (e.g. Europe; Andrew et al. 2017) may help expert evaluation of the threats in such cases.
Challenge 5: will the fungal indicator species concept be disrupted?

The fifth challenge concerns the common use of particular fungal species as biodiversity indicator species (Halme et al. 2017) in Northern Europe. Certain species, associated with natural forests, are considered indicators of conservation value of forests (Nitare & Hallingbäck 2010; Niemelä 2016), and their presence has been shown to correlate with landscape-level habitat connectivity (Nordén et al. 2018). Their presence has also been proposed to correlate with the diversity of other wood-inhabiting species (Haugseth et al. 1996; Nitare & Hallingbäck 2010). In forest patches where indicator species have been reintroduced, this correlation no longer exists. In other words, reintroduced species no longer have indicator value in those locations that, in a strict sense, have lost their authenticity along with translocations. Assuming that the translocated species are able to spread to the landscape neighboring the translocation site, the species will indicate suitability of local habitat but not connectivity or continuity. From a conservation biology or restoration ecology viewpoint, however, in such cases improved conservation status of threatened species may be considered of more value than loss of authenticity.

Mitigation: Information about translocations should be made available through appropriate public databases, to make it possible to distinguish between natural and translocated local populations, which should be well feasible as long as translocation is conducted at a small scale only. If an indicator species is known to be present in a forest area due to translocation, then its presence can be disregarded in assessments based on indicator species. In practical conservation work successful translocation areas are probably already priority landscapes, in which case the loss of indicator value has little practical significance. In the future, the availability of improved sequencing methods may make it possible to routinely identify the translocated strains so that their origin (natural vs. translocated) can be identified. However, this requires sequencing a large number of individuals for a large number of markers which, at the moment, is relatively costly and data analysis is computationally challenging. To enable molecular characterization of the translocated strains at a
later point in time, living cultures should be maintained, or alternatively frozen tissue or high-quality DNA extractions should be stored.

**Challenge 6: evaluating success of translocation and impact**

The sixth challenge concerns the need to systematically evaluate the success and impact of translocations. Monitoring of the translocation sites is necessary to evaluate the translocation success and the possible negative or positive effects on other species, particularly threatened species. Interesting questions that monitoring may help answer include the dependence of translocation success on log characteristics, resident fungal community, site characteristics and climate. In many cases, it will be possible to evaluate the direct and indirect impacts of a translocation only after several decades, in particular the success of spreading to neighboring sites and impacts on the resident communities. The time delay from translocation to its full impacts is expected to be especially long for communities with slow natural dynamics, such as those inhabiting decorticated and dry kelo pines (Niemelä et al. 2002) in late stage of decomposition. Unfortunately, time frames spanning several decades are far beyond the duration of most conservation or research projects.

**Mitigation:** The arrangements for both short- and long-term monitoring should be included in translocation projects at the planning stage. In the short term, sampling of wood from the inoculated logs, followed by culturing or direct DNA extraction and sequencing, can give an initial indication of whether the inoculated fungus was able to grow out of the inoculum dowel into the surrounding wood. In the long term, the emergence of fruit bodies should be monitored both in the translocation site and in the surrounding areas. Environmental sequencing, if combined with genetic characterization of the translocated strains, could also be used in monitoring of the focal and nearby sites. Monitoring should be designed to separate the effects of translocation and other effects on the resident community, including the same effect that drove the translocated species to low regional frequency, warranting a translocation. To ensure resources for long-term monitoring, translocation projects could be made in the context of government, university or institutionally
funded programmes, or in collaboration with NGOs or conservation bodies who may empower citizen science for monitoring of wood-inhabiting fungi.

There are other challenges in addition to the six mentioned above. These include challenges related to defining the species natural range, availability of economic resources, public and forest owner opinions, and legal restrictions. As an example, in Finland some threatened species (e.g. *Skeletocutis jelicii* and *Perenniporia tenuis*) have a legal status that poses restrictions for forest use around their occurrences. If such species establish from translocated populations outside the intended area, restrictions caused by their occurrence may be considered negligent, and the owner of the translocation site may have to compensate for possible economic losses to other landowners. If fungal translocations become a widely used conservation tool, the legislation and other regulations should be adjusted to prevent the emergence of unnecessary conflicts between different stakeholders. It is also essential that ethical aspects of translocations are openly communicated and evaluated by people with different ethical standpoints (Nagle 1998; Joseph *et al.* 2009). Especially, the risks to other species should be acknowledged and evaluated, but also considered in the context of the primary threats to threatened species. The major threat is the loss of large amounts of wood due to forestry operations, which has a strong negative and spatially extensive effect on all threatened forest fungi. This threat is much greater than the potential negative effects of carefully designed conservation translocation can plausibly have on communities of wood-inhabiting fungi. Nevertheless, conservation translocation could potentially have a negative effect on other threatened species at the local scale, which must be considered.

**Conclusions**

For responsible conservation translocations that follow the principles listed below, the possible risks of translocations are likely to be outweighed by the possible benefits. Such benefits may include increased number of occupied patches and consequently increased gene flow and viability of the populations of the threatened species, and therefore lower risk of extinction. The necessity of
translocation and the target species should, however, be carefully evaluated (Fig. 1) before any actions are taken, to avoid unnecessary interventions. We suggest ten principles - adhering to the precautionary principle - for conservation translocations of threatened wood-inhabiting fungal species. These follow the guidelines proposed by Pérez et al. (2012), but have been modified for relevance to wood-inhabiting fungi. We consider problematic all translocations where the conditions listed below are not met.

**Ten principles for conservation translocations of threatened wood-inhabiting fungi**

1. Species that are selected for translocation are well known in terms of taxonomy and ecology, as well as in terms of current distribution and population size, and their temporal trends. Flagship species should not be favored over less charismatic but equally well-known species.

2. Species that are prioritized for translocation are threatened species that are not easily aided through other means of conservation, such as small set-aside areas or retention trees in forestry, and that seem unlikely to colonise suitable unoccupied habitats by natural dispersal, therefore being threatened by regional extinction. Among the most threatened species, priority is given to keystone species that host other threatened or rare species (insects, fungi) or that have important ecosystem functions, such as creation of tree hollows.

3. The strains for translocations should be attained from several source populations to capture the genetic diversity within the species, and at the same time from the closest possible locations to the target areas to reduce the risk of breaking natural patterns of genetic variation and, in particular, of losing local adaptations.

4. Species identity has been confirmed for candidate strains before use. The strains should be stored in a public culture collection for future genetic characterization (e.g. whole-genome sequencing to allow identification of individuals and their degree of relatedness with offspring). As a back-up, high-quality DNA extractions of the strains should also be archived.

5. Species should be translocated only to forest patches that they do not currently inhabit but which are located within their natural range, and where there is reason to assume that the
species can establish a viable population. A suitable area could be a nature reserve, where the continuity of dead wood has been disrupted prior to current protection and where future continuity of dead wood formation is aimed at. Reinforcement of already occupied sites can be justified if it prevents a local extinction in the long term or if the population viability is likely to be compromised due to lack of genetic variation, in the case of species that are rare both at the landscape and the local scale, for instance because of high level of ecological specialization, or dependence on other, in many cases rare, wood-inhabiting fungal species (Abrego et al. 2017b).

6. Potential sites should be surveyed prior to translocation to establish suitability of the site (see point 5), and to form a baseline for monitoring community composition following translocation. The survey should be either a repeated fruit body survey focusing on all fungi, not only some morphogroups, or a combination of fruit body survey and an environmental DNA survey (Runnel et al. 2015; Abrego et al. 2016a). Sites with especially long survey history should, however, be left without translocations to allow for monitoring of the natural dynamics of unmanipulated species assemblages. This kind of sites can ideally serve as control sites to which changes in community composition in similar translocation sites can be compared.

7. To minimize the direct impact on other species, such as the risk of losing other threatened species through competitive exclusion, translocation should be done on artificially created new dead wood or only in a small proportion of dead wood in a forest patch, and in a small proportion of forest patches suitable for the species within a forest landscape. These proportions should balance the risk of losing other threatened species through competitive exclusion, against the risk of failing to establish a viable population of the translocated threatened species.

8. The identity of the translocated species, the origin of the strains, and translocation sites need to be systematically documented, and the information made publicly available.

9. Translocation should not be used as a substitute, but rather an ancillary, for other conservation measures such as establishing new conservation areas and opting for more biodiversity-oriented forestry practices. It makes little sense to translocate species that have gone extinct from a
landscape, if the threat factors that caused the extinction remain. A good network of high-quality conservation areas is the only sustainable long-term solution to ensure habitat for all threatened forest species.

10. Research (Fig. 2) and careful monitoring of translocation patches should be performed to: (1) evaluate the translocation success; (2) understand what circumstances offer the highest likelihood for colonization success; and (3) determine the consequences of the translocation on the local communities. Species inventories should be conducted before (see point 6) the translocation and after with an interval of e.g. 2-10 years, depending on the rate of system dynamics. This will enable the detection of potential changes in local communities that the translocations may cause. We recommend that the inoculated logs should be surveyed using both fruit bodies and high-throughput sequencing of wood samples (Ovaskainen et al. 2013), and the rest of the forest patch surveyed using at least one of the methods to a sufficient extent (Runnel et al. 2015; Abrego et al. 2016a). This monitoring should ideally continue for several decades, as the effects of translocation on communities may be apparent only after a long time lag, although funding difficulties may preclude long-term monitoring.

Any reintroductions performed as a part of a research project aiming to fill current knowledge gaps, should obviously also address the above conditions for conservation translocations. An ecological study may, however, need also to include common species (condition 2) and occupied patches (as controls) as well as patches that lie within the historical but outside the current distribution (condition 5). This may be necessary for a better understanding of the relative roles of habitat loss and fragmentation versus climate change as drivers of population decline and distribution changes, the effects of the resident community on translocation success, and the effects of the translocation on the resident community. Such studies should use particular precaution, conducting them at a small scale, and ensuring that the strains used are not spread to locations far from their origin.
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**FIGURE LEGENDS**

Figure 1. Flow charts to aid decision-making of suitability of threatened fungal species (left) and site selection (right) for conservation translocation. The necessity of conservation translocation must be carefully assessed prior to any translocation action.

Figure 2. Main research needs for ecologically sound and efficient fungal translocation and risk assessment, and methods suggested for filling these knowledge gaps.
Translocation should not be done in sites where the prospects for long-term persistence of the species seem poor. Seek other options: it is not viable to depend on repeated translocations for conservation.

No

Consider conservation translocation of a threatened species

Yes

Well known taxonomy, ecology and temporal trends in distribution and population size?

No

Resolves taxonomy, research into ecology and population trends.

Yes

Absent from set-asides or retention trees; and unlikely to colonise suitable habitat by natural dispersal?

No

Help the species with biodiversity-oriented management and set-asides.

Yes

Increasing the number and density of occupied sites through translocation is likely to result in a self-sustaining population?

No

Seek other options: it is not viable to depend on repeated translocations for conservation.

Yes

Strains are available from several source populations located relatively close to the target area?

No

Seek other options, as a single strain may lead to lower genetic diversity, and the use of geographically distant strains may break natural patterns in genetic variation or lead to loss of local adaptations.

Yes

The species is a candidate for conservation translocation.

Conservation translocation is increasingly justified and meaningful.

Consider a site for conservation translocation

Yes

The site has sufficient quality and connectivity to other suitable sites now and in the future.

No

Translocation should not be done in sites where the prospects for long-term persistence of the species seem poor.

Yes

The site is within the natural range but currently unoccupied by the species.

No

Assisted migration would require a better understanding of future distribution shifts. Reinforcement can be considered in certain situations (see principle 5).

Yes

Resources exist for a thorough species survey in the site prior to translocation (principle 6).

No

Translocation should not be done without baseline knowledge about community composition prior to translocation.

Yes

Stated goal, preferably resources, to monitor (principle 10) the translocation site for several years?

No

Translocation should not be performed without monitoring, because it is important to know the consequences for other members of the community.

Yes

The site is a candidate for conservation translocation.
Research needs and perspectives
Providing information for efficient fungal translocation and risk assessment

Taxonomic status
Methods: Genome sequencing, complementing the taxonomic and reference databases that currently represent only a small fraction of all fungi

Ecology (niche, habitat)
Ecological requirements, trophic mode
Resource needs and use (e.g. life strategy, enzyme profile – rot type)
Methods: Field surveys, lab experiments, ‘Oomics techniques’

Coexistence and interactions within and across taxa
(competition, facilitation, neutral)
Methods: Lab and field experiments (pre-inoculation and environmental treatments)

Dispersal
(mode: e.g. wind, insects; and capacity)
Methods: Lab experiments (spore fitness, environmental treatments, spore – vector interactions), field experiments with spore collectors (barcoding within and across landscape scale), field establishment experiments

Populations
Distribution
(real vs. potential distribution)
Methods: Barcoding within and across habitats, modelling

Genetic structure/variability
(within and across populations)
Methods: Population genomics, mating genetics
Table 1. Reported and ongoing translocation projects using red-listed wood-inhabiting fungi.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fungal species</th>
<th>Tree species</th>
<th>Type of wood</th>
<th>Type of inocula</th>
<th>Number of sites</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Year of inoculation</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laricifomes officinalis</td>
<td>Larix polonica</td>
<td>Standing living trees and dry stem sections</td>
<td>Wood chips</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Conservation</td>
<td>Successful establishment</td>
<td>Pietka &amp; Grzywacz 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inonotus obliquus</td>
<td>Betula pendula</td>
<td>Standing living trees and dry stem sections</td>
<td>Dowel</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Conservation</td>
<td>Unsuccessful establishment</td>
<td>Pietka &amp; Grzywacz 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hericium coralloides, H. erinaceus</td>
<td>Fagus sylvatica</td>
<td>Standing living trees</td>
<td>Dowel, large wood blocks, sawdust</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>2002, 2018, 2019</td>
<td>Conservation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Species</td>
<td>Host Species</td>
<td>Method</td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Amylocystis lapponica</em>, <em>Antrodia piceata</em>, <em>Perenniporia subacida</em>, <em>Postia guttulata</em></td>
<td><em>Picea abies</em></td>
<td>Fallen logs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Phellinidium pouzarii</em></td>
<td><em>Abies alba</em></td>
<td>Felled logs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Amylocystis lapponica</em>, <em>Fomitopsis rosea</em>, <em>Phellogiopus nigrolimitatus</em></td>
<td><em>Picea abies</em></td>
<td>Fallen logs</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Inonotus dryadeus</em></td>
<td><em>Quercus robur</em></td>
<td>Standing living trees</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Conservation</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Pycnoporellus fulgens</em></td>
<td><em>Picea abies</em></td>
<td>Fallen logs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Conservation</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 species of red-listed spruce-living polypores (<em>Antrodia piceata</em>, <em>Antrodiella citrinella</em>, <em>Fomitopsis rosea</em>, <em>Perenniporia subacida</em>, <em>Physiporinus crocatus</em>, <em>Postia guttulata</em>, <em>Skeletocutis odora</em>, <em>Skeletocutis stellae</em>, <em>Steccherinum collabens</em>) and 10 red-listed pine and deciduous host species</td>
<td><em>Picea abies</em>, <em>Pinus sylvestris</em>, <em>Populus tremula</em>, <em>Salix caprea</em></td>
<td>Fallen logs and living <em>Salix caprea</em></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>2019/2020</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Antrodiella citrinella</em>, <em>Dentipellis fragilis</em>, <em>Fomitopsis rosea</em>, <em>Hericium flagellum</em>, <em>Phlebia centrifuga</em></td>
<td><em>Abies alba</em>, <em>Picea abies</em>, <em>Fagus sylvatica</em></td>
<td>Felled logs</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>2019/2020</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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